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Abstract

We propose a scheme to realize controlled phase-flip gate between two single photons through a single quantum dot (QD) in a

slow-light photonic crystal (PhC) waveguide. Enhanced Purcell factor and large b-factor lead to high gate fidelity over broadband

frequencies compared to cavity-assisted system. The excellent physical integration of this PhC waveguide system provides

tremendous potential for large-scale quantum information processing. Then we generalize to a multi-atom controlled phase-flip gate

based on waveguide system in Sagnac interferometer. Through the Sagnac interferometer, the single photon adds the phase-flip

operation on the atomic state without changing the photonic state. The controlled phase-flip gate on the atoms can be successfully

constructed with high fidelity in one step, even without detecting the photon.
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1. Introduction

Atom-cavity system has been well discussed as the

critical components for quantum information proces-

sing, such as single photon source [1], two-qubit

quantum gate operation [2–3] and entanglement

generation [4,5]. Generally optical cavities with high

quality factor and small mode volume need to be

designed and fabricated to achieve strong coherent

interactions between atom and photons. Using a cavity

to modify the local density of states (LDOS) is typically

limited to a narrow-band spectral region and the photon

extraction, scalability and integrability need to be
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carefully designed. Other possible mesoscopic struc-

tures to increase the LDOS include a one-dimensional

slow-light photonic crystal (PhC) waveguide [6] or

surface plasmons waveguide which has been theoreti-

cally proposed recently to create single photon

transistors [7]. Remarkable observations in high Q

cavities such as enhanced spontaneous emission and

strong coupling are also to be expected in the PhC

waveguide or nanowire system. Signatures of sponta-

neous emission enhancement of ensemble quantum dots

(QDs) in a PhC waveguide have been demonstrated

experimentally [8]. Here we propose a system which

consists of PhC waveguides and low-dimensional

semiconductor QDs for implementing controlled

phase-flip (CPF) gate between two flying qubits. In

standard PhC waveguide, a single photon can be

reflected by a QD in ground state acting as a nearly
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perfect mirror, which simultaneously gets a p-phase

shift on the reflection. It makes use of tight optical

confinement and low group velocity of waveguide

modes to influence the emission of a localized QD.

Enhanced QDs emission into PhC waveguide mode

provides high gate fidelity over broadband frequencies.

Excitation of waveguide mode and extraction of QD

emission are extremely efficient in this system and ‘‘all

integration’’ is possible.

2. Controlled phase-flip gate between two flying

qubits in slow-light photonic crystal waveguides

For standard PhC W1 waveguide, the dispersion

diagram of fundamental TE-like propagation mode is

shown in Fig. 1(a). A divergent-like LDOS and slow

group velocity for wavelengths lying near the PhC

waveguide cut-off (at 0.266 (c/a) where c is the vacuum
Fig. 1. (a) PhC waveguide band structure within the TE-like band gap. Both

parameters: r = 0.275a, h = 0.5a, e = 12 and a = 420 nm. Typical transmiss

Schematic diagram of a single incident photon interacts with a near reso

frequencies for different normalized PhC waveguide frequencies with QD tN

Inset: reflection coefficient (real part and imaginary part) when f = 0.2662,

legend, the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)
speed of light and a is the lattice constant of PhC) are

expected with a fundamental propagating waveguide

mode. Emission of an emitter embedded in a PhC

waveguide (at the field maximum of the localized

waveguide mode) exhibits a large spontaneous emission

enhancement which is proportional to ð1=vgVeffÞ,
where vg is the group velocity and Veff the effective

mode volume per unit cell for a PhC waveguide

fundamental mode. Furthermore, a large propagation

mode b factor (probability of a photon being emitted

into a desired waveguide mode regardless of non-

radiative decay of the emitter) is obtained throughout

the entire propagation spectrum [6]. Fig. 1(b) shows a

schematic diagram of the system, with a three-level

emitter. Ground and excited states gj i and ej i are

coupled via h-polarization photons (corresponding to

the waveguide TE mode) with frequency vwg. A

metastable state sj i is decoupled from waveguide modes
fundamental (red) and a higher order mode (blue) are shown. Structure

ion spectrum of W1 PhC waveguide is shown on the right panel. (b)

nant QD. (c) Reflectance as a function of normalized QD detuning

R = 10t0 (black, blue, green and pink curves) and tNR = t0 (red curve).

tNR = 10t0. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure
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Fig. 2. Schematic setup of CPF gate with Sagnac loop. Photon A (B)

enters from Port A (B) and the h-polarized component (after passing

the PBS) interacts with single QD positioned in the PhC waveguide.
but is resonantly coupled to ej i via a classical, optical

control field with Rabi frequency VðtÞ. Dynamics of the

emitter operator s� is described by Heisenberg operator

equation:

ds�
dt
¼ � 1

2t
s� þ idews� þ kain (1)

where ain (bin) is the field operator for the flux of the

waveguide input port. The waveguide output fields aout

and bout are related to the input fields by aout = ain + ks�
and bout = bin + ks�. 1/t = 1/tSE + 1/tNR + 1/t0 is the

total decay rate of the emitter, in which 1/tSE = PF/t0

is the emitter’s spontaneous emission rate in PhC

waveguide (where PF is the Purcell factor and 1/t0 is

the emitter decay rate in bulk material), 1/tNR is the

non-radiative decay rate and 1/t0 is related to the

spontaneous emission into a continuum of radiation

and/or leaky modes. dew and k are frequency detuning

and coupling coefficient between emitter and wave-

guide mode respectively, and k ¼ 1=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2tSE

p
. We use the

calculated b factors in Ref. [6] (defined as b ¼
ð1=tSEÞ=ð1=tSE þ 1=t0Þ and examined to be greater

than 0.9 for perfect polarization match) and consider

QD t0 = 1 ns and non-radiative decay could be sub-GHz

at low temperature [9], Fig. 1(c) shows the reflectance

R ¼ rj j2 ¼ bout=ainj j2 as a function of detuned QDs

transition to the normalized frequency of waveguide

mode. The waveguide frequencies f are normalized to c/

a and are examined for f = 0.2662, 0.2668, 0.2682 and

0.2827. It shows that the reflectance curve gets broader

and closer to 1 when the waveguide mode approaches

the slower group velocity. The effect of non-radiative

emission of QD as a loss mechanism is also shown here

in the case of tNR = t0. The inset shows the reflection

coefficient (real part and imaginary part). It indicates

that r � �1 when the QD is on resonance with the

waveguide mode with slow group velocity (of �c/154).

An input photon is nearly perfectly reflected by the

single QD, and simultaneously gets a p-phase shift.

Similar reflection properties are also shown in surface

plasmons nanowire [7], and Ref. [10] describes the ideal

waveguide case. The existing losses during the photon-

emitter interaction come from two aspects: QD dephas-

ing processes and non-unity b factors. We also empha-

size the analogy of the reflectance character to that of an

unloaded cavity-waveguide system [11], where moving

away from the slow-light waveguide edge unloads the

coupled QD–PhC waveguide system towards the intrin-

sic QD linewidth.

Based on the QD–PhC waveguide system we

described above, we can adopt Duan’s protocol in

Ref. [3] to implement a CPF gate by injecting two
photons one after the other for several times, together

with single qubit rotations. Here we consider a more

compact schematic setup as shown in Fig. 2 to realize a

CPF gate between two input photon A (target qubit) and

B (control qubit). Generally the input photon state A or

B can be described as hj i þ vj ið Þ=
ffiffiffi
2
p

and, after the

polarization beam splitter (PBS), only hj iA mode or hj iB
mode enters at the 50:50 beam splitter (BS) and couples

into the PhC waveguide from both sides simultaneously.

In PhC waveguide, the single photon state is a

superposition of the left- and right-propagation wave-

guide mode. After traveling through the Sagnac loop,

the photon recombines at the BS and comes out from the

same port it entered. Moreover, using the 50:50 BS

transformation matrix [12], it is known that hj iA
mode and hj iB mode will gain a p-phase difference with

respect to each other when they leave the Sagnac loop

and we denote this effect as

hj iA !
Sagnac

hj iA; hj iB !
Sagnac� hj iB. We note that the

optical paths and propagation loss for hj i and vj i
components can be stably tuned experimentally to be

identical. All these free space light paths can also be

integrated onto a single chip. When the emitter is

on ground state, hj iA coming from port A will get a p-
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phase shift after reflecting by QD and leaves our system

as � hj iA.

The implementation of CPF gate between photon A

and B consists of three steps, and first we show initial

and final states of the QD-photon system in the

following description to illustrate the states evolution

after each step in ideal case:
(I) F
irst we initialize the emitter in ground state and

apply a control field V(t) simultaneous with the

arrival of single photon B. The control field

(properly choose to be impedance matched [13])

will result in capture of the incoming single photon

(using vacj iB to describe h-polarized B photon

after storage) while inducing QD state flips from

gj i to sj i:

jhiBjgiQD!jvaciBjsiQD;

jviBjgiQD!jviBjgiQD (2)
(II) N
ext we send photon A into the system at this time.

Only when emitter is on ground state gj i, QD-

waveguide system will reflect photon hj iA and

introduce a p-phase shift on this photon simulta-

neously. The reflected photon will finally leave

from port A as below:

jhiAjvaciBjsiQD!jhiAjvaciBjsiQD;

jviAjvaciBjsiQD!jviAjvaciBjsiQD;

jhiAjviBjgiQD! � jhiAjviBjgiQD;

jviAjviBjgiQD!jviAjviBjgiQD (3)
(III) F
inally we can choose the same V(t) to drive the

emitter from sj i back to gj i, and retrieve single

photon hj iB as a time reversal process of (I). The

retrieval process can be expressed as

vacj iB sj iQD! hj iB gj iQD. The retrieval photon

generated in PhC waveguide is exactly the same

as the input photon in (I), but it will get a p-phase

change when it leaves the BS:

jhiAjvaciBjsiQD! � jhiAjhiBjgiQD;

jviAjvaciBjsiQD! � jviAjhiBjgiQD;

� jhiAjviBjgiQD! � jhiAjviBjgiQD;

jviAjviBjgiQD!jviAjviBjgiQD (4)
After these three steps, we have thus achieved:

’j iinitial ¼ hj iA hBj i þ vj iA hj iB þ hj iA vj iB þ vj iA vj iB
) ’j iideal ¼ � hj iA hj iB � vj iA hj iB � hj iA vj iB
þ vj iA vj iB (5)
This ideal photon states evolution demonstrates the

successful implementation of controlled phase-flip gate

operation, which preserves the final phase of A and B

photons relative to input only when they are both in v
polarization, otherwise the final phase will get a p-

phase change. The emitter will go back to original

ground state after the gate operation.

We emphasize the importance of the Sagnac loop in

our scheme. Because the PhC waveguide is a two-side

coupling system (QD emission couples into both left-

and right-propagation waveguide modes), if we have

incident hj iA mode only from one side of the waveguide

in step (II) (the QD state at the end of step (I) can be gj i
or sj i), we will get both transmitted and reflected modes.

We cannot combine these two modes later into a single

output without loss because they are entangled with the

QD. The advantage of using Sagnac loop here is to

remove the entanglement between the waveguide left-

and right-propagating modes and QD by having hj iA
mode incident from both sides of the waveguide. Thus

we can get single output� hj iA (when QD state is gj i) or

hj iA (when QD state is sj i).
Furthermore we discuss the storage and retrieval

process in steps (I) and (III). We need coherent storage

and retrieval of a single photon hj iB and the store/

retrieval efficiency degrades the quality of the control

phase gate. In our case, the optimal storage strategy in

(I) is splitting the incoming pulse and having it incident

from both sides of the emitter simultaneously, which is

the time reversal process of a single photon generation.

There is a one-to-one correspondence between the

incoming pulse shape and the optimal field V(t). The

retrieval process in (III) is time-reversal process of the

storage process in (I) and both efficiencies are

theoretically determined by the calculated reflection/

transmission coefficient [7,14]. Reversible transfer of

coherent light to and from the internal state of a single

trapped atom in a cavity has already been demonstrated

in experiment already [15] and the efficiency could

improve up to 90%.

Next we consider non-ideal cases which include

frequency mismatch between emitter and waveguide

mode, non-radiative decay of the emitter, and experi-

mentally achievable values of low group velocities, as

well as photon storage and retrieval efficiency. We

include all the above loss mechanisms and experimental

limitations into the photon loss during the gate

operation in Fig. 3(a). Not surprisingly the gate loss

decreases to very low level when we operate at the slow-

light PhC waveguide frequencies and the gate loss

increases when the non-radiative decay of the QD is

comparable to the radiative decay. Gate fidelity of the
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Fig. 3. (a) Gate photon loss as a function of normalized QD detuning frequencies for CPF gate operated at different PhC waveguide frequencies with

QD tNR = 10t0 (black, blue and green curves) and tNR = t0 (red curve). (b) Gate fidelity as a function of QD detuning frequencies for CPF gate

operated at different PhC waveguide frequencies (tNR = 10t0). (c) CPF gate fidelity as a function of normalized PhC waveguide frequencies with

QDs tNR = 10t0 (red curve), tNR = t0 (blue curve) and tNR = 0.1t0 (black curve). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend,

the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)
CPF gate, which describes the difference between the

actual output photon state and the ideal case in Eq. (5),

is an important measurement of the quality of the

scheme. We note that the PhC waveguide mode

propagation loss and the insertion loss (when light is

coupled into and extracted from PhC waveguide) do not

decrease the gate fidelity. Fig. 3(b) shows the QD-

waveguide CPF gate fidelity as a function of normalized

QD frequency detuning for the gate operation at

different waveguide mode frequencies. In Fig. 3(b) the

quick decrease of the gate fidelity also indicates that we

always need to match the input photon frequency

(waveguide mode frequency) to be on-resonant with the

QD transition, although the on-resonance case suffers

more gate loss than the off-resonance case (as shown in

Fig. 3(a)). We emphasize that the frequency matching

here is not as stringent as the cavity cases because of the

broad spectral range of the propagating PhC waveguide

mode. Fig. 3(c) show the QD-waveguide CPF gate

fidelity as a function of PhC waveguide mode

frequencies (on resonance with QD) when using QDs

with different quantum yields. When f = 0.2662, vg �
c=154 have been measured experimentally [16].

Spontaneous emission rate is enhanced by PF = 30

and leads to b factor nearly 0.998 for a QD located at the

field antinodes with the same dipole orientation as the

mode polarization [6]. The reflectance peak is as high as

0.988 and leads to gate fidelity up to 0.9999 with

tNR = 10t0 used in the simulations. When f = 0.2827,

the PF tends towards 1 with normal waveguide group

velocity yet gate fidelity remains above 0.96. Although

the Purcell factor is very low in this case, the reason of

the high fidelity is that the QD emission into free space

or other leaky modes are highly suppressed inside the

PhC band gap and the one-dimensional waveguide, and

thus we have large b factor (>0.9) all through the
waveguide mode spectral range (�10 THz from

Fig. 1(a)). Compared with cavity-assisted schemes in

which Lorentzian shape resonance features are

involved, the gate operation bandwidth in waveguide-

assisted system is much larger. For example, as long as

the QD transition is within �2 THz (15 nm) above the

waveguide cut-off frequency, our scheme always gets

fidelity greater than 0.99 as well as gate loss smaller

than 0.18. Even with a QD with 50% quantum yield

(tNR = t0), the gate fidelity still remain higher than 0.9

within �2 THz frequency range because of the Purcell-

enhanced QD spontaneous emission rate into the

waveguide mode. For QDs with low quantum effi-

ciency, the gate fidelity stays above 90% only when we

operate close to the slow-light edge, and obviously

decreases quickly. In this case, schemes with ultrahigh

Q cavities will benefit from the larger Purcell factors,

reducing the effect of QD’s non-radiative decay, but at

the expense of cavity-limited bandwidth. Combining

the contribution both from Purcell factor and large b

factor, our QD–PhC waveguide system has a distinctive

advantage compared to cavity-assisted schemes by

relaxing the frequency matching condition (frequency

match between QD transition and cavity resonance) by

� two-orders of magnitude or more. We can also take

advantage of this broad bandwidth to offset the actual

experimental slow-light propagation and coupling

losses by operating slightly away from the slowest

group velocity regions for acceptable gate fidelity and

gate loss.

3. Scalable multi-atom controlled phase-flip gate
in slow-light photonic crystal waveguides

Furthermore, we extend and general the previous

scheme to construct a multi-atom CPF gate based on the
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Fig. 4. Schematic illustrations (a) atoms embedded in one-dimensional waveguide system. R and L are the two counter-propagating modes. (b)

Three-level system for each atom examined in our study. (c) Schematic setup to implement the CPF gate among atoms in the Sagnac interferometer.

The single-photon is coupled into mode A of the beam splitter. After interaction with the atoms, the photon leaves the Sagnac interferometer in mode

A without any entanglement with the atoms. (d) Scalability of CPF among arbitrary atoms by external and deterministic control of coupling of each

atom-waveguide subsystem to a main bus waveguide. Each represented ith subsystem consists of a three-level atom embedded in the one-

dimensional waveguide.
one-dimensional waveguide in the Sagnac interferom-

eter. We emphasize that the superposition of the two

propagation modes from both sides erases the entangle-

ment between photons and atoms. Without entangle-

ment with the photonic state, the desired atomic state

can be achieved with 100% success probability in only

one step.

In the interaction of the isolated single three-level

atom embedded in one-dimensional waveguide, the

single photon scattering properties are strongly depen-

dent on the atomic state. As shown in Fig. 4(b), the L-

type atoms have a ground state 0j i, an excited state ej i,
with a metastable state 1j i. The atomic transition

between states 0j i and ej i (with frequency v) is coupled

to single photons with frequency y. There are two

guided modes (R and L) in the waveguide for modes

propagating to the right and to the left respectively. In

the rotating frame approximation, the Hamiltonian of

the system containing a single photon and N atoms

embedded in a one-dimensional waveguide is

H ¼
X

k

Z1

�1

ydy � aykak þ
X

l

1

2
vls

l
z � i

X
l

1

2tl
ej ill eh j

þ i
X

k;l

Z1

�1

dy � ðgl;kayks
l
� � g�l;ks

l
þakÞ (6)

where k = R, L are for the two optical modes and l are

for the different atoms. 1/2tl describes the atomic decay
of the lth atom into the other modes during the inter-

action. We normalize to �h ¼ 1 and assume for simpli-

city that the interactions between the two modes and

single atom have the same coupling constant gl,k = gl. ay

and a are the photon creation and annihilation operators

respectively, and sþ ¼ ej ih0 and s� ¼ 0j ihe are the

atomic raising and lowering operators, with

sz ¼ ej ihe� 0j ih0. Therefore the Heisenberg equations

of motion for photonic and atomic operators are [17]:

ȧk ¼ �iyak þ
X

l

gls
l
� ṡ�l

¼ � ivl þ
1

2tl

� �
sl
� þ

X
k

Z1

�1

dy � g�l sl
zak (7)

The photonic input and output operators can be defined

as ain
k ¼ 1ffiffiffiffi

2p
p
R1
�1 dy � e�iyðt�t0Þak0ðyÞ and

aout
k ¼ 1ffiffiffiffi

2p
p
R1
�1 dy � e�iyðt�t1Þ

k1 ak1ðyÞ, where ak0(y)

[ak1(y)] is the value of ak(y) at t = t0 (t = t1, t1 > t0)

[17]. Therefore the relation between the photonic and

atomic operators have the below motional forms:

ṡ�l ¼ � ivl þ
1

2tl

� �
sl
� �

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p
p X

k

g�l s
l
za

in
k

þ 1

2

X
k;l0

2pg�l gl0s
l
zs

l0

� and aout
k � ain

k ¼ �
X

l

gls
l
�

(8)
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Fig. 5. Transmission transparency in interaction between single-photon and two atoms in a one-dimensional waveguide. (a) Transmission

probability for different detunings and (b) phase imposed on the transmitting mode.
In the weak-excitation interaction limit (by a weak

monochromatic field or a single photon pulse), the atom

is predominantly in the ground state. In this case, sl
z

� �
�

�1 for all t, and we can set sl
z ¼ �1 [4]. Here we define

PlðDlÞ ¼ 2pi glj j2=ðDl þ ði=2tlÞÞ and P ¼
P

l P. The

detuning Dl = y � vl and Pl(0) is the effective Purcell

factor for the resonant cases as defined in Ref. [18].

Therefore, with the method of Fourier transform [17], the

input and output mode has the simple relationship:

aout
RðLÞ ¼

ain
RðLÞ � Pain

LðRÞ
1þ P

(9)

For case of complete resonance case (all atoms with the

same transition frequency v and y � v = 0) and for

2p
P

ljglj2� 1=2t, we have P >> 1 and hence the

single photon will be reflected in the waveguide by

the atoms with a p-phase shift aout
RðLÞ � �ain

LðRÞ.
The result of interaction between the single photon

and the single atom has been shown in Fig. 1(c), and also

in Ref. [7,10,19]. For the single photon and N atoms case,

the above-described enhanced effective Purcell factor

P ¼
P

lPl illustrates the coherent superposition of the

interactions. For small atomic decay 1/2t! 0, an

analogy to electromagnetically induced transparency

appears in the transmission when there is a small but finite

detuning between the atomic transition frequencies.

Fig. 5 shows the result of the interaction between the

single photon and two detuned atoms with

v2 � v1 = 2pg2. We assume that g1j j ¼ g2j j ¼ g. The

transmission probability and corresponding phase

imposed on the transmitting modes are shown in

Fig. 5(a) and (b), respectively. In this transmission

transparency window, the propagating mode shows slow

group velocity [19]. With smaller detuning between the

two atomic transition frequencies, the transparency

linewidths and group velocities are smaller.

Based on the single-photon’s input and output

relationship after the atom interactions, the CPF gate
can be constructed in only one step in the Sagnac

interferometer, as shown in Fig. 4. From the above

described scattering properties, when all the atoms are in

state 1j i, the photon does not couple to the atoms

and will transmit through the waveguide: Rinj ið Linj iÞ!
Routj ið Loutj iÞ. When there is at least one atom in state 0j i,

the single-photon will be reflected with a p-phase shift

Rinj ið Linj iÞ! � Loutj ið Routj iÞ. However, if the atoms

are in the superposition of state 0j i and 1j i, there is

entanglement between the atoms and the photon when

the photon is incident from only one of the two

waveguide modes. For example, the single atomic state

ða 0j i þ b 1j iÞ and photon state from in right-input mode

Rinj i will have the transformation ða 0j i þ b 1j iÞ Rinj i!
�a 0j i Loutj i þ b 1j i Routj i, with a resulting entangled

state. However, the entanglement can be erased

successfully by superposing the single-photon input in

the other mode at the same time. If the input photonic

state is ð Rinj i þ Linj iÞ=
ffiffiffi
2
p

, the transformation will be

ða 0j iþb 1j iÞð Rinj iþ Linj iÞ=
ffiffiffi
2
p
!ð�a 0j iþb 1j iÞð Routj iþ

Loutj iÞ=
ffiffiffi
2
p

. There is a p-phase change in atomic state 0j i
without any entanglement between atomic state and

photonic state. The photonic superposition state ð Rinj i þ
Linj iÞ=

ffiffiffi
2
p

can be easily generated by the symmetric

beam splitter in the Sagnac interferometer, and the

optical path in both propagating and counter-propagating

arms of the interferometer can be easily controlled to be

stable in experimental. Correspondingly, the result of

interaction between the input photonic state and N atomic

states can be simply described as

111; ::; 1j ið Rinj i þ Linj iÞ=
ffiffiffi
2
p
! 111; ::; 1j i

� ð Routj i þ Loutj iÞ=
ffiffiffi
2
p

(10)

atom0j ið Rinj i þ Linj iÞ=
ffiffiffi
2
p
! � atom0j i

� ð Routj i þ Loutj iÞ=
ffiffiffi
2
p

(11)
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Fig. 6. Illustration of (a) success probability and (b) fidelity of two-atom CPF gate for different effective Purcell factor and DP12. DP12 is the

difference of two effective Purcell factors: DP12 ¼ P1 � P2j j=P0 and P0 ¼ ðP1 þ P2Þ=2. The insets are the properties of the CPF gate for 10 atoms

with the same effective Purcell factor P0.
where 111; ::; 1j i are for all atoms in state 1j i and the

atom0j i describes the N-atom state with at least one

atom in state 0j i. The photon in the two output modes

will be recombined at the beam splitter and leave the

Sagnac interferometer in the output port A without

being entangled with the atoms. Regardless of the

whole phase, the multi-atom CPF gate UCPF ¼
eip 111;::;1j ih111;:::;1 is successfully achieved. In this pro-

posed protocol, to keep the indistinguishability (coher-

ence) of the transmitted (Eq. (10)) and reflected

(Eq. (11)) pulses, the product of the single photon pulse

length and the coupling constant g should be much

larger than 1 [9]. Moreover, the pulse length should be

much longer than the distance between first and last

atom.

The above method is also valid where N atoms are

separated in N sections of the waveguide. If the relative

phase differences induced by the optical distances

between neighboring atoms di–1,i are integer multiples

of 2p and
PN

i¼2di�1;i is much shorter than the pulse

length, the interaction result is still the same with that all

of atoms in one waveguide (Eq. (9)). By external and

deterministic control of the coupling of single atom-

waveguide subsystems (shown in Fig. 4(d) as the ith

unit) to the main bus waveguide, the multi-atom CPF

gate can be realized among any of the N atoms. Because

there is no entanglement between the N atoms and the

single photon after interaction in the Sagnac inter-

ferometer, the multi-atom CPF gate can be achieved

without detecting the photon. However, photon loss

induced by atomic decay will decrease the success

probability and gate fidelity. As an example, the two-

atom state ð 0j i þ 1j iÞ=
ffiffiffi
2
p
	ð 0j i þ 1j iÞ=

ffiffiffi
2
p

under the

interaction will be transformed to ððP1 þ P2 � 1Þ=ðP1þ
P2 þ 1Þ 00j iþðP1� 1Þ=ðP1 þ 1Þ 01j i þ ðP2 � 1Þ=ðP2þ
1Þ 10j i � 11j iÞ=2

ffiffiffiffiffi
S2

p
, where the normalization coeffi-

cient S2 is the success probability. S2 is described as

ð ð1� P1 � P2Þ=ð1þ P1þP2Þj j2þ ð1� PÞ=ð1þPÞj j2 þ
ð1� P2Þ=j ð1þ P2Þj2 þ 1Þ=4. Correspondingly, the

fidelity of the two-atomic CPF gate is F2 ¼
ðP1 þ P2 � 1Þ=ðP1 þ P2 þ 1Þ þ ðP1 � 1Þ=ðP1 þ 1Þþj
ðP2 � 1Þ=ðP2 þ 1Þ þ 1j=4

ffiffiffiffiffi
S2

p
. Fig. 6 shows the success

probability and gate fidelity for different effective

Purcell factors for the resonant cases (y = v1 = v2). We

assume that the atoms have the same transition

frequency and effective Purcell factor. In Fig. 6(b),

the fidelity can achieve as high as 99.9% for

P1 = P2 = 20, an effective Purcell factor which is not

difficult to obtain in nanowire surface plasmons [7,18]

or PhC waveguide [6,20]. For example, in the nanowire

surface plasmons, the effective Purcell factor can

exceed 103 [18]. Moreover, slight difference of the two

effective Purcell factors does not influence the success

probability and fidelity much, as shown in Fig. 6. For the

multi-atom CPF gate with the same effective Purcell

factors P0, the success probability is SN ¼
PN

k¼0N!=k!
ðN � kÞ!ð1� kP0=1� kP0Þ2=

PN
k¼0N!=k!ðN � kÞ!, and

the fidelity is FN ¼
PN

k¼1N!=k!ðN � kÞ!ð1� kP0=
�

1� kP0Þ
=
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
SN

p PN
k¼0N!=k!ðN � kÞ!. The success prob-

ability and fidelity are much higher (as shown in the

insets of Fig. 6 for 10 atoms) because of the coherent

superposition, leading to a higher P ¼
P

lPl.

We proposed and examined the interaction between a

single photon and N atoms in a one-dimensional

waveguide embedded in a Sagnac interferometer. The

relationship of the input and output mode is obtained by

solving the dynamical equations. The result can also be

achieved through transfer matrices [21,19]. The result in

Eq. (9) can be rewritten as a transfer matrix [10], which

can be decomposed as the product of N transfer matrices

of single-photon and single-atom interactions.

4. Conclusion

In summary, we have proposed a new scheme to

realize quantum control phase-flip gate between two
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photons through photon–QD interaction in a PhC

waveguide. Strong optical confinement and low group

velocity in PhC waveguide contributes to the high gate

fidelity (�0.99) over a tremendous broadband region

(2 THz). Moreover, the multi-atom CPF gate is

constructed in the Sagnac interferometer with high

fidelity in only one step. The proposed two-side input

coupling method, with the beam splitter and the Sagnac

interferometer, distinctively erases the entanglement

between the atom and photon and transforms atoms into

the demanded state without detecting the photon. By

controlling the coupling between different single atom-

embedded waveguide subsystems to a main waveguide,

the atomic cluster state [22,23,24] can be generated,

which is the fundamental element for one-way quantum

computation [23,24]. Excitation and extraction can be

extremely efficient and chip-scale integration is

possible. All these advantages show QD–PhC wave-

guide system is very promising to be a critical

component in quantum information processing.
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